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Dear Parents,  
The month of July has passed by so quickly and here we are welcoming August, 
a new month with lots of fun and interesting activities for our little ones. We 
are indeed glad to see that our children have got accustomed to the school 
routine and  it is heartening to see their happy smiling faces in the morning. 

 

Here is a quick recap of the activities that were done in July. 
Our little ones learnt about Sleeping lines, Circles 
and concept of number 2, “More and Less ”. They 
also learnt to do beading, and to make simple 
patterns and borders. Along with this the children 
also did many activities related to the My Family, 
Five Senses. Through power point presentations, 
songs/rhymes and games many other concepts 
were also introduced to the children.  
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 Here is a short summary of the activities planned for this 
month:  

 

Reading Skill 

* Introduction and Vocabulary e
 I through interesting activities
* Recapitulation exercises for alphabets done in July. 
Show and Tell - We will continue with Show and Tell 
picture description activity during this month. Children gain 
confidence and improve their vocabulary and language through 
these activities.  
*Rhymes and stories related to 
month.  
 

Pre-Writing Skills 
*Activities like,pattern-making
beads, sorting objects, filling, playing with dough 

done through the month for development of fine motor co
ordination.  

   Pattern drawing –Slanting Lines.
 

Number Work 

   *Introduction to number3
*Introduction to Squares (concept of shapes)  
*Oral counting from 1 to 30. 

We will also introduce them to the conceptof 

“Same and Different ”. 
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ntroduction and Vocabulary exercises for letters H, P and 
through interesting activities 

Recapitulation exercises for alphabets done in July.  
We will continue with Show and Tell and introduce 

activity during this month. Children gain self
confidence and improve their vocabulary and language through 

*Rhymes and stories related to the various topics covered in the 

making, tearing/pasting,stringing 
ects, filling, playing with dough will be  

done through the month for development of fine motor co-

Slanting Lines. 
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*Introduction to Squares (concept of shapes)   
Oral counting from 1 to 30.  

We will also introduce them to the conceptof  

  

and introduce 
self-

confidence and improve their vocabulary and language through 

various topics covered in the 



 
Through the month children will enjoy many extra -curricular 
activities such as   
Music with Kamal Sir 
Art and Craft with Shweta Ma’am   
Dance with Renate Ma’am  
PE with Manisha Ma’am and   
Clay with Saroj Ma’am.  
 
 

Special Days:  In August we will be celebrating both 
the Indian Independence Day and the School’s birthday in 
a very special way with fun activities for the children. It has 
been a great journey for Sanskriti since the inception of the 
school and with your love and support, we have come a 
long way!  

 
 
Thank you and here's leaving you with a beautiful thought-   
  
 “May we think of freedom, not as the right to do as we please, but as 
the opportunity to do what is right"  

 
 Warm Regards 
Class Teachers 

 
   


